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Abs tract 
Fan-shaped landforms oceur in all elimatic regions on Earth. They have been extensively 
studied in many of these regions, but there are few studies on fans in periglacial, arctic 
and antarctic regions. Fans in such regions are exposed to many site-specific environmental 
conditions in addition to their geological and topographic setting: there can be continuous 
to discontinuous permafrost and snow avalanches and freeze- thaw eycles ean be frequent . 
We study fans in the high-aretie environment of Svalbard to (1) increa..c;e our fundamental 
knowledge on the morphology and morphometry of fans in periglaeial environments, and 
(2) to identify the speeifie influenee of periglacial conditions on fans in these environments. 
Snow avalanches have a large geomorphic effect on fans on Svalbard: the morphology of 
colluvial fans is mainly determined by frequent snow avalanches (e.g., flattened cross-profiles, 
exposed fine-grained talus on the proximal fan domain, debris horns and tails) . As a result, 
there are only few fans with a rockfall-dominated morphology, in contrast to most other 
regions on Earth. Slush avalanches contribute signifieant amounts of sediment to the studied 
alluvial fans. The inactive surfaces of many alluvial fans are rapidly bevelled and levelled 
by snow avalanches, solifluct ion and frost weathering. Additionally, periglaeial reworking of 
the fan surface often modifies the original morphology of inactive fan surfaces, for example 
by the formation of ice-wedge polygons and hummocks. Permafrost lowers the preeipitation 
threshold for debris-flow initiation, but limits debris-flow volumes. Global warming-induced 
permafrost degradation will likely increase debris-flow activity and -magnitude on fans in 
periglacial environments. Geomorphic activity on snow avalanehe-dominated colluvial fans 
will probably inerease due to future increases in preeipitation, but depends loeally on climate-
induced changes in dominant wind direction. 
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1 1. Intr o duct ion 
2 Fan-shaped deposits are conical landforms that commonly develop where a channel 
3 emerges h·om a mountainous catehment to an adjoining valley (Blair and McPherson, 2009) . 
4 Fans ean vary greatly in size and can be roughly divided into (1) colluvial fans (10s to lOOs 
5 m), including talus cones and seree slopes (e.g., Blikra and Nemee, 1998), (2) alluvial fans 
6 (lOOs m to 10s km), generally dominated by sediment-gravity flows or fluid-gravity flows 
1 (e.g., Blair and MePherson, 2009) and (3) fluvial fans or megafans (>10s km) (Hart ley et al. , 
8 2010; Weissmann et al. , 2010). These landforms have been described in many environments 
9 on Earth (e.g., Blair and MePherson, 2009; Harvey, 2011), Mars (e.g., De Haas et al. , 2013; 
w Hauber et al. , 2013) and Titan (e.g., Lorenz et al. , 2008) . Terrestrial regions wherein fans 
u have are present include arid to semi-arid regions (e.g., Whipple and Dunne, 1992; Al-Farraj 
12 and Harvey, 2000; Hart ley et al., 2005), humid temperate regions (e.g., Moseariello et al. , 
13 2002; Saito and Oguehi, 2005; Chiverrell et al., 2007), alpine environments (e.g., Kostaschuk 
14 et al., 1986; Derbyshire and Owen, 1990; Cavalli et al. , 2008), the humid tropies (e.g., Ke-
15 sel and Spieer, 1985) and periglacial, arctic and antarctic environments (hereafter termed 
16 'periglacial') (e.g., Catto, 1993; Webb and Fielding, 1999; Davies et al. , 2003). While espe-
17 cially fans in arid to semi-arid , alpine and temperate environments have been extensively 
18 studied, fans in periglacial environments have received little attention. 
19 The influence of climate on fan formation has long been under debate; some authors 
20 believe that changes in climate will be preserved a..c; differences in fan faeies and morphology 
21 (e.g., Nemec and Postma, 1993; Dorn, 1994; Ritter et al., 1995), wherea..c; others suggest that 
22 climate is rarely the main factor governing fan characteristies (e.g., Blair and McPherson, 
23 1994, 2009). Many different studies suggest that processes leading to fan deposits differ 
24 little between humid and arid environments, or between arctic and subtropical environments 
2s (e.g., Brierley et al. , 1993; Ibbeken et al., 1998; Krzyszkowski and Zielinski, 2002; Harvey 
26 et al., 2005; Lafortune et al. , 2006), and accordingly fans and debris flows in periglacial 
21 regions were found to be not significantly distinct from those in other climates (Catto, 
28 1993; Harr·is and Gustafson, 1993; Webb and Fielding, 1999) . However , fans in periglacial 
29 environments are subject to different environmental conditions compared to fans in other 
30 climate zones; there ean be eontinuous or discontinuous permafrost, precipitation oceurs 
31 generally dominantly a..c; snow, snow avalanches can be frequent in mountainous regions and 
32 freeze-thaw cyeles occur regularly leading to pervasive weathering (e.g., Matsuoka, 1991; 
33 Eekerstorfer and Christiansen, 2011b,a) . As temperatures are below the freezing point for 
34 the largest part of the year, most geomorphie activity is typically limited to a narrow window 
35 in the spring and summer months when snow and ice are able to melt and preeipitation is 
36 able to occur as rain. Recently deglaciated periglaeial environments expose landscapes 
37 that are in an unstable state, and consequently liable to rapid modification, erosion and 
38 sediment release at rates greatly exceeding background denudation rates (e.g., Eyles and 
39 Kocsis, 1988; Brazier et al. , 1988; Ballantyne, 2002; Mercier et al., 2009) . Such accelerated 
40 geomorphic activity after deglaeiation is termed 'paraglacial' (e.g., Ryder, 1971; Ballantyne, 
41 2002). These different controls raise the question to what degree fan formation, deposits 
42 and morphology in periglacial environments differ from those in other environments. This is 
2 
43 largely unknown due to the small number of studies on periglacial fans (Legget et al. , 1966; 
44 Catto, 1993; Harris and McDermid, 1998; Webb and F ielding, 1999), illustrating the need 
45 for detailed descriptions of fans in these environments. 
46 The ongoing global atmospheric warming especially affects the polar and periglacial 
47 regions (e.g., Christiansen et al., 2010; F0rland et al. , 2012). Mainly, it leads to extensive 
48 glacier and permafrost degradation (e.g., Benestad, 2005; Etzelmiiller et al. , 2011) , thereby 
49 increa..c;ing slope activity and hazard potential (e.g., Han·is et al. , 2011) . As fluvial- and 
5o alluvial fans are preferred sites for settlements (e.g., Cavalli et al. , 2008), this emphasizes 
51 the need for a detailed understanding of fans in periglacial environments. For example, 
52 catastrophic slope processes, induding debris flows and snow avalanches, daimed numerous 
53 lives and had considerable economic effects during the last century in periglacial regions such 
54 a..c; Iceland, Norway and Svalbard (Jahn, 1967; J6hannesson and Arnalds, 2001; Decaulne and 
5s Sffimundsson, 2003, 2007; Nesje et al. , 2007). 
56 Here we aim to (1) increase our fundamental knowledge on the morphology and mor-
57 phometry of fans in periglacial environments and to (2) identify the influence of periglacial 
5s conditions, such as snow avalanches and continuous permafrost, on fan formation, morphol-
59 ogy and morphometry, by studying colluvial and alluvial fans on Svalbard. 
oo In addition to a literature review on slope processes in the periglacial environment of 
61 Svalbard, which are responsible for the transport to and redistribution of sediment on fans, 
62 a large number of colluvial and alluvial fans were studied in the Adventdalen region on 
63 the island of Spitsbergen, in vicinity of Svalbard's capital Longyearbyen (Fig. 1; Table 1; 
64 Fig. S1-S6) . This region was chosen for its high-arctic location and excellent field research 
65 infra..c;trueture including availability of high-resolution imagery and topog;raphic data. More-
oo over , there have been numerous studies on slope processes on Svalbard (e.g. , Rapp, 1960; 
67 Jahn, 1967; Bibus, 1975; Larsson, 1982; Akerman, 1984; Andre, 1990; Siewert et al. , 2012; 
68 Eckerstorfer et al. , 2013) , enabling detailed understanding of the processes involved in fan 
69 formation. 
10 This paper is organized as follows. First, data and methods are described. Next, a 
11 detailed summary of the climate, geology and geomorphic slope processes on Svalbard is 
n given, a..c; these fac tors together are responsible for the formation and characterist ics of the 
73 fans. Then, the morphology and morphometry of the studied fans in the Adventdalen region 
74 are described, in order to identify characteristics that can be unique for fans in periglacial 
75 environments. Finally, the specific characterist ics that differentiate periglacial fans from 
76 those in other environments are discussed, followed by a brief discussion on the effeet of 
n present global warming and associated natural hazards on fans in periglacial environments. 
1a 2. Data and m ethods 
79 This study is based on a combination of high-resolut ion imagery and geomorphological 
so fieldwork. High-resolution imagery wa..c; acquired during a flight campaign in the summer of 
s1 2008 with the airborne High Resolut ion Stereo Camera (HRSC-AX) (Gwinner et al., 2000; 
s2 Neukum and the HRSC-Team, 2001) and a flight campaign in the summer of 2009 with an 
83 unmanned airborne vehicle (UAV) carrying a Pentax Optio A4 camera. 
3 
Figure 1: Context maps of the study area. (a) Map of the arctic, with location of Svalhard highlighted. 
(b) Map of Svalhard showing the study area. (c) Study area (Adventdalen region), with locations of field 
sites and figures shown in this paper indicated. Base image: HRSC-AX image mosaic (approximately true 
calor) on top of hill<;haded version of ASTER DEM. White outline in Adventdalen indicates extent of UAV 
imagery. CoordinatE-A'> in UTM WGS84 33N. Image modified from Hauher et al. (2011) . 
4 
Table 1: Geomorphic data of the studie,d alluvial fans. Fan type abbreviations: AF = cone-shaped snow 
avalanche-dominated colluvial fan, AFt = tongue-shaped snow avalanche-dominated colluvial fan, DF = 
debris-flow-dominated fan, FF = fluvial-flow-dominated fan . Note t hat t hese abbreviations are based on t he 
processes t hat dominate the morphology of the fans, and do not necessarily refer to the dominant mechanism 
of aggradation (some of the colluvial fans have a snow avalanche-dominated surface but might have been 
mainly aggraded by rock fall<>) . Apex coordinates in UTM WGS84 33N. See supplementary materials for 
orthophotos of all the fans shown in t his table. 
P..:ttl Apex Apt':x Cat.d•mcnt. Ca.t.chmt':tl t. Cat.d•mcnt. Ca.t.chmt':11 t. Fi:&.n Ull fan '-"11 No v,.&.llcy t.ypc X y a rea, tn2 rdic f, m length, slope, 0 area, relief, length , slope, m2 0 
I l...ottgycardalcJI AFt 5 12423 8680605 16098 172 223 38 17621 149 266 29 
2 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 12496 8680678 16469 162 210 38 22165 165 263 32 
3 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 12939 8681249 2951 2 235 268 4 1 15354 1 10 2 32 25 
4 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 12991 8681393 37922 230 280 39 20407 122 2 21 29 
5 LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13024 8681498 22008 225 264 40 12026 128 228 29 
6 LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13056 8681591 27333 226 2 77 39 16719 132 242 29 
7 LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13095 8681672 28800 230 296 38 17465 126 24 1 28 
8 LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13 131 8681758 22213 22 1 2 7 1 39 20512 140 280 27 
!) LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13 185 8681867 21026 225 288 38 14038 126 24 6 27 
10 LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13215 8681954 28646 203 2 59 38 17036 135 2 55 28 
11 LottgycardalcJt AF 5 13254 8682029 17953 198 2 59 37 15013 173 299 30 
12 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 13313 8682097 28562 207 274 37 164 14 156 286 29 
13 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 13768 8680667 18913 174 188 43 18250 155 335 25 
14 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 13789 8680780 23617 206 241 40 25744 139 336 23 
15 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 13856 8680905 29478 205 252 39 2 1757 139 3 1 1 24 
16 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 13922 8680987 18850 194 233 40 25526 16 1 378 23 
17 l...ottgycardalcJI AF 5 13926 8681064 15292 214 260 39 2 1806 135 301 24 
18 H a.na.'iko~dalcn OF 5 15638 8690657 230571 357 867 22 73043 75 420 10 
19 H a.nU..'iko~dalcn OF 5 16130 8690708 356622 5 22 1074 2 6 198763 10 1 597 10 
20 H a.nU..'iko~dalcn OF 5 16374 8690662 139670 501 9 15 2 9 123802 97 5 19 11 
21 H a.nU..'iko~dalcn OF 5 16695 8690688 172311 620 999 32 167826 1 13 571 11 
2 2 H a.nU..'iko~dalcn OF 5 1732 6 8690662 2 50361 606 1124 28 341782 1 10 727 !) 
2 3 H a.nU..'iko~dalcn OF 5 17999 8690788 335505 477 1076 24 184029 93 527 10 
24 H a.nU..'iko~dalcn OF 5 1832 9 8690854 193885 446 1035 23 78200 76 464 !) 
2 5 H a.na.'iko~dalcn OF 5 18561 8690930 370714 555 1207 25 137003 80 487 !) 
26 H a.na.'iko~dalcn OF 5 19013 8691 190 283326 588 1128 28 2 70715 98 595 !) 
2 7 H a.na.sko~dalcn OF 5 1957!1 8691578 27!1051 626 1157 28 269162 1 15 579 11 
28 H a.na.sko~dalcn OF 520070 8691806 307707 555 1182 25 21 5805 87 544 !) 
29 H a.na.sko~dalcn OF 52031 1 8691885 231832 513 1246 22 92487 67 434 !) 
30 Miilardalt':ll OF 5 19264 8685816 275167 511 10 24 27 2 22839 87 462 11 
3 1 Miilardalt':ll OF 5 19639 8686280 226492 516 938 29 24 6719 96 5 13 11 
32 Miilan htlc11 AFt 520569 8685626 604 10 127 463 15 
33 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI FF 5 16744 8686209 2254686 830 2355 I!J 403853 80 6 19 7 
34 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI OF 5 17599 8685897 869820 784 1776 24 2 31037 108 696 !) 
35 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI OF 5 18 268 8685449 435373 555 1372 22 21 0850 96 661 8 
36 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI OF 521910 8681768 2 1757 23 172 8 
37 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI OF 522142 8681598 63640 41 306 8 
38 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI FF 522693 8681222 77040 48 301 !) 
39 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI FF 523250 8680851 749548 804 1934 23 106164 42 2 57 !) 
40 AdvcJtt.Ua.ICJI OF 523716 8680690 220045 576 1360 23 125966 66 483 8 
4 1 Bj13n1Uah·:11 AF 50694 1 8681423 15831 150 192 38 19060 146 222 33 
42 Bj13n1Uah·:11 AF 506948 8681527 7833 147 178 40 11366 158 2 33 34 
43 Bj13n1Uah·:11 AF 506959 8681588 12104 161 197 39 16569 157 24 3 33 
44 Bj13n1Uah·:11 AF 506955 8681675 19851 165 2 17 37 26098 16 1 260 32 
45 Bj13n1Uah·:11 AF 506945 8681768 16572 172 222 38 15941 16 1 2 59 32 
46 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506936 8681860 18576 179 2 3 1 38 20656 162 289 29 
47 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506940 8681949 20045 190 248 38 26 156 150 261 30 
48 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506888 8682067 17737 166 20!1 38 23045 176 272 33 
49 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506839 86821 96 23636 159 196 39 29270 183 290 32 
50 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506795 8682 365 20518 170 214 38 274 15 169 281 3 1 
5 1 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506767 8682436 7489 148 163 42 12946 157 242 33 
52 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll AF 506732 8682 509 28425 172 2 35 36 28807 172 304 29 
53 Bj13n1Uah·:11 AFt 506643 8680132 16805 183 291 32 14 151 97 228 23 
54 Bj13n1Uah·:11 OF 506899 8681200 194619 247 930 15 59915 1 17 334 19 
55 Bj13n1Uah·:11 FF 508166 8682 505 1467265 295 2239 8 165526 147 673 12 
56 Bj13n1Uah·:11 FF 508081 8682022 1520048 369 2808 7 24 6883 8 1 6 12 8 
57 Bj13n1Uah·:11 FF 508034 8681459 591600 305 1832 !) 126142 97 494 11 
58 Bj13n1Uah·:11 FF 507939 8681036 637795 344 1809 11 133935 88 488 10 
59 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll FF 507689 8680637 834094 325 1709 11 178898 6 1 543 6 
60 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll FF 507449 8680089 6 12757 383 1642 13 151 29 1 74 481 !) 
6 1 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll FF 507209 8679662 297860 323 1558 12 102553 6 1 4 17 8 
62 Bj!3nldt.&.lt': ll FF 507113 8679433 344199 367 1629 13 119680 60 4 15 8 
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Figure 2: Emprical relation between image entropy in the HRSC-AX image and arithmetic median particle 
size deriw,d from photosieving. Locations were matched by DGPS and context images. 
84 The HRSC-AX is a digital pushbroom (linear array charge-coupled device [CCD]) scanner 
85 with nine channels for nadir panchromatic, stereo panchromatic and color imaging, similar 
86 to its planetary counterpart HRSC on the Mars E xpress ( Jaumann et al. , 2007). The 
87 images cover rv450 km2 in the Adventdalen region, large parts of Adventdalen, Bj0rndalen, 
as Longyeardalen, Hanaskogdalen and Miilardalen (Fig. l e) . The processed color and panchro-
89 matic nadir ortho-images have a spatial resolution (i. e., ground sampling distance) of 20 
oo cm, whilst the digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from stereo images have a spatial 
91 resolution of 50 cm. 
92 The UAV images were acquired by Kolibri Geo Services. In total 165 images were shot 
93 covering multiple fan systems in Adventdalen, which we processed with Agisoft Photoscan 
94 software (Agisoft, 2011) into a georeferenced orthorectified image with a spatial resolution 
9s of 7 cmjpx . Agisoft Photoscan uses Structure From Motion in a photog;rammetric workfl.ow 
96 with high levels of automation and good levels of data quality (Fonstad et al., 2013), see 
97 De Haa..c; et al. (2014) for details on its application to the alluvial fan environment. 
98 A surface partide-size map was made of multiple colluvial fans with the HRSC-AX 
99 images and ground truthing via photosieving, based on the methods of Carbonneau et al. 
100 (2004) and Carbonneau (2005), in which image texture (i.e., entropy) is correlated to the 
101 median size of the particles. This approach relies on variations of brightness values induced 
102 by surface particles. Larger particles ca..c;t larger, but localized, shadows thus leading to 
1o3 more variation and light/dark contra..c;ts. This method requires an empirical calibration for 
104 each image data set . For a detailed description on the procedures for photosieving and 
105 application of this method to the alluvial fan environment the reader is referred to De Haa..c; 
100 et al. (2014) . Calibration results of HRSC-AX image entropy and median particle size are 
101 given in Figure 2. 
6 
1oa Morphometric analyses of fans and catchments were performed in ArcMap 10. Fan and 
109 catchment area were visually delineated from the aerial images and DEM. Catchment relief 
110 was defined as the elevation difference between the highest point of the catchment and the 
111 fan apex. Catchment length and slope were measured over a straight line conneeting the 
112 highest point in the catchment with the fan apex. Fan relief wa..c; defined a..c; the elevation 
113 d ifference between the fan apex and the lowest point at the fan toe. Fan length and slope 
114 were mea..c;ured over a straight line connecting these two points. 
115 We condueted field site visits for geomorphological observations on fans in Adventdalen, 
116 Bj0rndalen, Longyeardalen, Hana..c;kogdalen and Miilardalen in August 2013 (Fig. 1). Pro-
117 cesses responsible for the fan morphology were identified by conventional field reconnaissance 
118 (cf. Blair and McPherson, 1994; Blikra and Nemec, 1998). The summer season of 2013 was 
119 relatively wet, with a total amount of precipitation of 123 mm at Svalbard airport, compared 
120 to 25 mm in 2011 and 50 mm in 2012. Hence, there wa..c; a relatively large amount of vege-
121 tation at the surface, and debris flows occurred on a few fans in our study area during the 
122 fieldwork period, providing detailed insight into their formative processes and composition. 
123 3. Svalbard climate, geology and geomorphic processes 
124 3.1. GP..ological and climatic setting 
125 The present climate of Svalbard is arctic with mean annual temperatures ranging be-
126 tween -6°C at sea level and -15oC in the high mountains. In the Adventdalen area the 
121 coldest (February) and warmest (Ju ly) months have mean temperatures of -15.2oC and 
128 6.2°C, respectively, and the mean annual air temperature is -5.8oC (Hanssen-Bauer and 
129 F0rland, 1998). Yearly average precipitation is low and reaches rv180 mm in central Spits-
130 bergen, whereas along the coast of Svalbard precipitation ranges between 400-600 mm. Snow 
m is the dominant precipitation type: around 75% of the precipitation events are snow at 
132 Longyearbyen airport (F0rland and Hanssen-Bauer, 2003). Interannual differences in mean 
133 precipitation and temperatures can be high. Heavy snowfalls generally occur in Decem-
134 ber and .January, and snow avalanches are frequent, especially on downwind slopes (Yogel 
13s et al., 2012) . Mean annual temperatures have increa..c;ed by "'1 oc per decade during the 
136 last decades on Svalbard, while winter warming is even more dramatic, with an increa..c;e of 
m 2-3°C per decade. Mean annual precipitation ha..c; increased with 2-4% per decade (F0rland 
138 et al., 2012) . On average, the Adventdalen area ha..c; 5-14 days a month with winds stronger 
139 than 14 m s- 1 and up to 5 days with winds exceeding 25 m s- 1 (F0rland et al. , 1997) . The 
140 strongest winds predominate in winter, and therefore snowpacks thicker than 1 m accumu-
141 late only in local wind shadows. Local wind shadows are mainly ravines, stream channels 
142 and cornices, which are wedge-like snowdrifts that form on lee sides of ridges and slope in-
143 flections (Latham and Montagne, 1970; Vogel et al. , 2012; Eekerstorfer et al., 2012) . About 
144 60% of Svalbard is covered by glaciers and ice caps, wherea..c; the remainder is characterized 
145 by continuous permafrost (Brown et al., 1997) . Surficial runoff of meltwater is limited to 
146 two or three summer months, when it is accompanied by scarce rainfall (L0nne and Nemec, 
147 2004). Permafrost thickness is 10-40 m in coa..c;tal regions and rv100 m in major valleys, but 
148 can increase to more than 450 m in the highlands (Liest0l, 1976; Sollid et al. , 2000; Isaksen 
7 
149 et al., 2001). The aetive layer of the permafrost, the layer that annually thaws in summer 
15o and is available for erosion, has a thiekness of 0.4-1 m depending on topography (Akerman, 
151 1984; Christiansen et al. , 2010; Harris et al., 2011). Permafrost surfaee temperatures have 
152 inerea..c;ed by 0.5-2oC in the la..c;t eent ury (Isaksen et al., 2000; Etzelmiiller et al. , 2011) , and 
153 the present deeadal warming rate at the permafrost surfaee is in the order of 0.07oC yr- 1, 
154 with indieat ions of aeeelerated warming in the la..c;t deeades (Isaksen et al. , 2007). As a re-
155 sult, aetive-layer thiekness has inereased over the last deeades (Akerman, 2005; Etzelmiiller 
156 et al. , 2011). 
157 The Adventdalen region is dominated by an extensive plateau mountain ma..c;sif, rising to 
158 an average elevation of 450-550 m above sea level (a.s.l. ). The highest peaks in the area reaeh 
159 up to 1000 m a.s.l and have an alpine topography. The plateau mountains are separated by 
100 glaeio-fluvially eroded U-shaped valleys that deglaeiated around 10,000 yr BP (Mangerud 
161 et al., 1992; Svendsen and Mangerud, 1997), eausing widespread paraglaeial aetivity (Andre, 
162 2003; L0nne and Nemee, 2004; Mereier et al., 2009; Raehlewiez, 2010). Geologieally, the 
163 bedroek of the ma..c;sifs bordering Adventdalen eonsists of Jurassie and Cretaeeous sediments 
164 that belong to the Helvetiafjellet and Carolinefjellet Formations (Dallmann et al. , 2001, 
165 2002). These formations are eharaeterized by subhorizontal layers ( eentimeters to tens of 
100 eent imeters) of sandstones, siltstones, shales and some thin eoal seams (Parker , 1967; Major, 
167 1972). Bedroek weathering is driven mainly by frost (L0nne and Nemee, 2004), produeing 
168 large amounts of weathered material, ineluding abundant d ays (.Jahn, 1976; S0rbel et al. , 
169 2011). The short distanee from the high mountains to the oeean eauses strong downstream 
110 gTain-size fining (Frings, 2008) from the fans into the large rivers and fan deltas in the fjords. 
m In the Adventdalen region loess (Bryant, 1982) and aretie meadow (Van Vliet-Lanoe, 1998) 
m soils are present, eharaeterized by a high organie eontent . The low-sloping parts of the 
m region are eovered by a moist open tundra vegetation (Rozema et al., 2006) . Long-inaetive 
174 parts of alluvial fans are often vegetated. The steeper and geomorphologieally more aetive 
m eolluvial fans are unvegetated. 
176 3.2. Review of geomorphic processes on the periglacial slopes of Svalbard 
m Slopes on Svalbard are mainly modified by a eombination of roekfalls, snow avalanehes, 
178 debris flows, fluvial flows (i.e. stream flows and hypereoneentrated flows) and various slow 
179 mass-wa..c;ting proeesses, of whieh solifluetion is the most important (e.g., Rapp, 1960; Jahn, 
1so 1967; Larsson, 1982; Akerman, 1984; Andre, 1990; L0nne and Nemee, 2004; Siewert et al. , 
181 2012; Eekerstorfer et al. , 2013). Prineipal sourees of flowing water are the melting of snow, 
182 glaeiers and the thawing of the aetive layer , eombined with rain showers (e.g., L0nne and 
183 Nemee, 2004). These slope proeesses determine the water and sediment fluxes onto the fans 
184 and are therefore briefly reviewed in this seetion. We espeeially foeus on snow avalanehes, a..c; 
18s these are eommon in periglaeial and Alpine environments and therefore generally overlooked 
186 in eurrent alluvial-fan researeh. 
187 3. 2.1. Snow avalanches 
1ss Snow avalanehes are very frequent on Svalbard and numerous snow avalanehes are trig-
189 gered on a yearly basis in the Adventdalen region (e.g., Eekerstorfer and Christ iansen, 
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100 2011a,b). The main types of snow avalanches are corniee-fall avalanches, slab avalanches, 
191 loose snow avalanches and slush avalanches (Eekerstorfer and Christiansen, 2011b). 
192 Most snow avalanches in the Adventdalen region are cornice-fall avalanches from eornices 
193 that accumulated along plateau edges (45%) (Eckerstorfer and Christiansen, 2011b) . Cornice 
194 accumulation is caused by strong and continuous wind activity on the widespread plateau 
195 mountains, which causes transport of snow aeross the plateaus. Cornices are today most 
196 frequent on W-NW oriented slopes because of the prevailing regional SE wind direction in 
197 the snow season (Eekerstorfer and Christiansen, 201lb; Vogel et al. , 2012) . Consequently, 
198 snow-avalanche-induced sediment aceretion rates on NW faeing slopes are more than twice 
199 a..c; high as on SE facing slopes (Vogel et al. , 2012; Eekerstorfer et al. , 2013) . Cornice-fall 
200 avalanches generally oecur on a yearly ba..c;is below many plateau edges (Eckerstorfer and 
201 Christiansen, 201lb; Eckerstorfer et al. , 2013) . They mainly take place at the end of the 
202 snow sea..c;on around .J une, when tension cracks develop and g;row between the cornice ma..c;s 
2o3 and the plateau (Vogel et al., 2012) . Corniees are thus able to signifieantly erode the plateau 
204 edge and rockwall during their formation (a process termed 'cornice plucking'; Vogel et al. , 
2o5 2012; Eckerstorfer et al., 2013). 
200 Slab avalanches are the second most dominant, and generally largest, snow avalanche 
201 type (32%), relea..c;ing equally on all slope a..c;pects (Eekerstorfer and Christiansen, 2011b) . 
2oa These avalanches result from fai lure in a weak layer or interface, generally consisting of a 
209 thin layer of hoar formed by condensation of water vapour (e.g., .Jamieson and Sehweizer, 
210 2000), underlying a cohesive slab layer. They are mainly triggered by additional snow 
211 loading a..c; well as distinctive cooling or warming of the upper snow layers (Eckerstorfer and 
212 Christiansen, 2011b). 
213 Loose snow avalanches (22% of recorded snow avalanehes) often result from failure of 
214 snow that ha..c; been deposited at a steeper angle than the natural angle of repose of snow, 
215 typically "'30° (Blikra and Nemec, 1998; Eckerstorfer and Christiansen, 2011b) . They usu-
216 ally start at a point or small area and expand a..c; they move, implying that more snow is 
211 entrained in the proeess and that the presence of loose snow is a necessary eondition. The 
218 majority of loose snow avalanches oecur at the end of the snow season, relea..c;ing mainly on 
219 south facing slopes d ue to the higher direct solar radiation (Eckerstorfer and Christiansen, 
220 2011b ). 
221 Slush avalanches only comprise a minor percentage of the total amount of snow avalanches 
222 (1%), but do occur on a yearly ba..c;is in the Adventdalen region (Eekerstorfer and Chris-
223 t iansen, 2011b, 2012) . Slush avalanehes typically occur in arctic regions. They are triggered 
224 by an increase in the content of free water in the snowpack which decrea..c;es snowpack 
225 strength (Nyberg, 1989). The free water increase can be caused by intensive spring melting 
226 of snow and/or rain on snow events (e.g., .Jahn, 1967; Andre, 1995; Hestnes, 1998; Decaulne 
221 and S::emundsson, 2006), and is exacerbated by an impermeable permafrost table that acts 
228 a..c; an aquiclude. In contra..c;t to dry snow avalanches, wet slush avalanches can be generated 
229 on slopes a..c; low a..c; lOo (Blikra and Nemec, 1998) . The va..c;t majority of slush avalanches 
230 move through narrow gorges, where snow aceumulates and persists longer into the melting 
231 sea..c;on, and flow out onto alluvial fans (Eekerstorfer and Christiansen, 2012) . 
232 Snow avalanches can have a eonsiderable geomorphic effect if they are able to erode sed-
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233 iment (e.g., Luckman, 1977; Akerman, 1984; Nyberg, 1989; Andre, 1990; Blikra and Nemec, 
234 1998; Decaulne and Sremundsson, 2006; Eckerstorfer et al., 2013; Laute and Beylich, 2014) . 
235 However, only a limited subset of all snow avalanches aecomplish signifieant sediment trans-
236 port: most snow avalanches only redistribute the surfaee snow cover without eoming into 
237 contact with the underlying ground surface. Avalanche erosion only occurs when avalanches 
238 run over bare ground or involve the full depth of the snow cover (e.g., Luekman, 1977) . 
239 Vegetation cover may also protect the underlying surface from erosion. Henee, the erosion 
240 potential of avalanches is highest on loose, uneonsolidated debris mantles covered by no or 
241 a limited amount of snow (Luckman, 1977). Therefore, corniee fall and slush avalanches 
242 have the largest geomorphic effeet (Andre, 1990; Eckerstorfer et al. , 2013), as they regularly 
243 oceur at the end of the snow season from retained snow aceumulations at the top of slopes 
244 and in couloirs, ravines and gullies, while their surroundings are free of snow or eovered by 
245 a thin layer of snow only. 
246 Important morphological indieators for snow avalanche erosion and sedimentation are 
247 perched or balanced cobbles and boulders, which eame to rest on top of each other after 
248 melting of the snow avalanehes (Rapp, 1960; Luekman, 1977, 1992; Decaulne and Sremunds-
249 son, 2006) , areuate accumulations of debris, bulldozed ahead by avalanches marking the base 
25o of the avalanche track (Rapp, 1960; Luckman, 1977; Jomelli and Francou, 2000), debris-tails, 
251 tails of debris that are present in the lee of large immobile obstacles, generally cobbles or 
252 boulders, where erosion is prevented (Blikra and Nemec, 1998) and debris-horns, accumu-
253 lated sediment on the upslope side of immobile obstacles due to loeal pla..c;tie freezing of 
254 avalanches rieh in sediment (Blikra and Nemec, 1998). Moreover, steep mountain walls of 
255 snow avalanche-dominated upper catchments are often disseeted by narrow parallel or funnel 
256 shaped avalanche chutes, whieh are rounded valleys with an open, fiat-bottomed, U-shaped 
257 cross profile that formed by pervasive avalanche erosion (e.g., Rapp, 1960; Luekman, 1977) . 
258 3.2.2. Rockfall 
259 Rockfall, the downward falling, rolling or skipping of rock fragments under the force of 
200 g;ravity, is a common proeess on Svalbard. Bedroek on Svalbard is mainly exposed to frost 
261 weathering (e.g., Matsuoka, 1991) , thereby releasing rock from cliff faees and delivering con-
262 siderable amounts of sediment to tal us slopes or, if funnelled, colluvial fans (e.g., Rapp, 1960; 
263 Jahn, 1967, 1976; Larsson, 1982; Akerman, 1984; Andre, 1986, 1990, 1997; Siewert et al. , 
264 2012). Roekwall weathering and erosion rates mainly depend on roekwall lithology, aspect, 
265 elevation and erosional processes. Due to the weak to moderate rock mass strength of the 
200 sedimentary sandstones, siltstones and shales in the Adventdalen region, roekwall weather-
267 ing rates and roekfalls are among the highest on Svalbard and other arctic regions (Siewert 
268 et al. , 2012) . Sediments are eroded by a eombination of frost-weathering and subsequent 
269 rockfall (Siewert et al. , 2012; Eckerstorfer et al. , 2013), cornice plueking (Vogel et al., 2012) 
210 and rockwall erosion by avalanches (Humlum et al. , 2007; Siewert et al. , 2012; Eckerstor-
271 fer et al. , 2013) . Roekwall retreat rates on Svalbard significantly decrea..c;ed after an initial 
m paraglacial increa..c;e sinee deglaciation (Andre, 1997, 2003) , and colluvial fan accumulation 
273 rates deereased accordingly. However, on steep northwest-facing slopes where large snow 
274 corniees develop roekwall retreat rates remain similar to early paraglacial retreat rates, due 
10 
275 to the present intensive erosion by cornice-fall avalanches (Vogel et al., 2012; Eckerstorfer 
276 et al. , 2013). 
m 3. 2. 3. Debris flows 
278 Debris Rows are abundant on steep slopes on Svalbard . Bedrock weathering in the 
279 Adventdalen region, mainly comprising sedimentary sandstones, siltstones and shales, yields 
2so a wide range of sediments including many fines (i.e., silt and clay), which is ideal for the 
281 formation of debris Rows in combination with the steep hillslopes and permafrost ground 
282 (e.g., Blair, 1999; Harvey, 2010). The debris Rows in this region are mainly triggered by 
283 heavy rainstorms in summer (Bibus, 1975; Thiedig and Kresling, 1973; Larsson, 1982; Rapp, 
284 1985), but rapid snowmelt has also triggered large debris Rows in a few known cases (Rapp, 
285 1986). Permafrost slopes, especially in arctic fine-g,Tained soils (Harris and Lewkowicz, 2000; 
2so Lewkowicz and Harr·is, 2005), are prone to slips and slides. This is caused by the permafrost 
287 table which acts a..<; an aquiclude and a potential failure plane during periods of elevated pore 
2ss pressure (i.e. active-layer detachment), after summer rainfall events or extreme thaw periods 
289 (e.g., Larsson, 1982; Sattler et al., 2011). The co-existence of frozen and unfrozen moisture 
290 in soil-voids close to the sea...:;onally shift ing thawing plane increa...:;es the probability of active-
291 layer failure (Nater et al. , 2008) . In these permafrost conditions, rainfall intensit ies as low 
292 a..<; 2.5 mm/ h can cause debris Rows (Larsson, 1982), which is a much lower threshold than in 
293 other climatic regions (Caine, 1980). Andre (1990) found that debris Rows on Svalbard are 
294 relatively small-sized because off the limited active-layer depth (0.4-1 m; Akerman, 1984; 
295 Christiansen et al. , 2010). Such a limited active-layer depth restricts debris-Row volume 
296 by limiting the volume of debris available for remobilization. The largest debris Rows are 
297 most likely to occur in mid to late summer, when the active-layer depth is at its maximum 
298 and shear forces on the slopes are close to the threshold for failure, especially after periods 
299 of longla...:;ting rain. For example, 30.8 mm precipitation during a 12 h period between 
3oo 10 and 11 .July 1972 triggered many debris Rows in the Adventdalen region (Thiedig and 
301 Kresling, 1973; Jahn, 1967; Larsson, 1982). However, these cata...:;trophic events occur rarely 
302 on Svalbard due to the infrequent occurrence of heavy rainfalls (Andre, 1990; Andre, 1995; 
303 Reiss et al. , 2011). Debris-Row return periods were tentatively estimated from lichenometry 
304 at 80 to 500 years in northwestern and central Svalbard (Andre, 1990; Andre, 1995), but are 
305 probably higher on most of the studied fans in the Adventdalen region, given the pristine 
306 morphology and lack of lichen and vegetation on many debris-Row deposits. 
307 3.2.4. Fluvial flows: stream and hyperconcentratf'Ai flows 
308 Fluvial Rows appear to only have a minor geomorphic effect on steep slopes on Svalbard. 
309 However, small incised channels on talus slopes and fans cont inuously convey small amounts 
31o of discharge from snowmelt in spring and summer. Snow patches survive unt il late summer in 
m sheltered depressions like gully-head alcoves. Even in late summer, these snow patches feed 
312 small streams within gullies and fans (Reiss et al. , 2011). Addit ionally, fluvial ftow from 
313 higher parts of the slopes can load remnant snow patches with excess water, potentially 
314 inducing slush avalanches. During snowmelt drainage is often concentrated on the slope 
315 surface due to the shallow active-layer depth, testified by many rills on the slopes (Larsson, 
11 
316 1982). Fluvial flows mainly have significant geomorphic importance on fans with relatively 
317 large and low sloping catchments as well a..c; valley bottoms (e.g., Bogen and B0nsnes, 2003; 
318 L0nne and Nemec, 2004; Szpikowski et al. , 2014), where relatively large amounts of water 
319 are able to concentrate. Paraglacial activity (L0nne and Nemec, 2004; Mercier et al. , 2009; 
32o Rachlewicz, 2010) following the last major deglaciation ha..c; caused extensive fanhead incision 
321 on many fluvial fans on Svalbard (L0nne and Nemec, 2004). These fans are fed by large 
322 catchments, where cirque glaciers were generally present during glacial periods. After retreat 
323 of these glaciers, large amounts of sediment were ready for transport and fan construction, 
324 but when sediment supply from the catchments cea..c;ed, fan agg;radation rates decreased 
325 accordingly, leading to the large fan incisions (L0nne and Nemec, 2004). 
326 3.2.5. Slow mass-wasting 
327 Solifluction is the dominant form of slow ma..c;s wa..c;ting on Svalbard (e.g., Akerman, 1984; 
328 Harr·is et al. , 2011) . It depends on sea..c;onal frost heave, thaw consolidation of the active 
329 layer and snowmelt and rainfall in summer, resulting in saturation and movement of the 
330 upper surface soil layer (Matsuoka, 2001; Harr·is et al., 2011). Solifluction landforms are 
331 widespread on Svalbard, and include extensive solifluction sheets, sorted and non-sorted 
332 solifluetion lobes, stripes and steps or terraces, hummocks and talus creep (e.g., Jahn, 1967; 
333 Akerman, 1984; Matsuoka and Hirakawa, 2000; S0rbel and Tolgensbakk, 2002; Akerman, 
334 2005; Harr·is et al., 2011; Johnsson et al. , 2012). Movement of solifluetion lobes and sheets 
335 ranges between 2-5 cm yr- 1 across Svalbard (Jahn, 1976; S0r bel and Tolgensbakk, 2002; 
336 Matsuoka and Hirakawa, 2000; Akerman, 2005; Harr·is et al., 2011), whereas movement 
337 outside solifluetion lobes is lower and generally does not exceed 0.7 cm yr- 1 (S0rbel and 
338 Tolgensbakk, 2002). Solifluction rates are highest on steep talus slopes; at Kapp Linne 
339 talus creep caused an average surface displacement of 8.9 cm yr- 1 between 1972 and 2002 
340 (Akerman, 2005). 
341 3.2. 6. Relative effectiveness of slope processes 
342 The slope processes reviewed above rarely aet in isolation and the dominant geomor-
343 phic processes differ from one slope or catchment to the other, depending among others on 
344 lithology, meteorology, slope and aspect. On many slopes solifluetion is the dominating mass-
345 wa..c;ting process on a year-to-year basis (Matsuoka, 2001; Akerman, 2005), while episodic and 
346 rapid processes (e.g., debris flows and snow avalanches) are much more important in terms 
347 of total long-term ma..c;s movement (Akerman, 2005). Although the transported amount of 
348 sediment per dry snow avalanche is generally much lower than per debris flow, fluvial flow 
349 or slush avalanche, the much higher frequency of cornice avalanches on steep slopes below 
35o the plateau mountains results in a larger geomorphic effect of cornice avalanches on most 
351 of these slopes (Eckerstorfer et al., 2013). This suggests that rockfall and snow avalanches 
352 are important sediment transport mechanisms on Svalbard fans below steep catchments and 
353 rockwalls, whereas debris flows, fluvial flows and slush avalanches are more abundant on 
354 fans below lower sloping catchments. 
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Fan type distribut ion 
Figure :3: Breakdown of fans by dominant formative mechanism (Table 1) . Fan type abbreviations: AF 
= cone-shaped snow avalanche-dominated colluvial fan, AFt = tongue-shaped snow avalanche-dominated 
colluvial fan, DF = debris-flow-dominated fan, FF = fluvial-flow-dominated fan. 
355 4. Observa t ions on morphology and morphometry of fans on Svalbar d 
356 Three main types of fans were distinguished in the study region: (1) colluvial fans mainly 
357 formed by snow avalanches and addit ional rock falls , but with a snow avalanche-dominated 
35s morphology (AF and AFt), (2) alluvial fans dominantly formed by debris flows (DF) and 
359 (3) alluvial fans dominantly formed by fluvial flows (FF) (Fig. 3; 4; Table 1; Fig. S1-S6) . 
360 Below the morphology and morphometry of these fan types are described to identify the 
361 various contribut ions of the slope processes described above to fan formation and to identify 
362 the effeet of periglacial (snow- and permafrost-related) processes on these fans. 
363 4 .1. Morphometry 
364 There is a strong distinction between fan slope versus catchment area, and fan area versus 
365 catchment area relations between the rockfall and snow avalanche-, debris-flow- and fluvial-
366 flow-dominated fans on Svalbard (Fig. 5) . The colluvial fans have a smaller fan area and 
367 catchment area and are steeper than the debris-flow- and fluvial-flow-dominated fans. The 
368 slope and area of the debris-flow- and fluvial-flow-dominated fans are in the same range. 
369 The main morphometric difference between these two fan types is their catchment: the 
37o fluvial-flow-dominated fans have a larger catchment area and a lower slope (Table 1). This 
371 implies that the dominant formative process of fans on Spitsbergen is largely determined by 
m catchment morphometry. More rain or meltwater is able to accumulate in larger catchments 
373 and less sediment can be entrained because of the lower slope, resulting in a smaller sediment 
374 to water ratio and fluvial flows. The morphometry of the fans on Svalbard is within the 
375 range observed in various arid to semi-arid regions in Spain and the United States (Harvey, 
13 
Figure 4: Fan types in the Adventdalen region. (a) Colluvial fans in Longyeardalen (fan 1-7). (b) Debris-
flow-dominated fans in Miilardalen (fan 30-:n). (c) Fluvial flow-dominated fans in llj0rndalen (fan 56-58). 
Se-e Table 1 for corresponding fan numbers and details. 
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Figure 5: Comparison between Svalbard fan morphometry and fans in other environments. (a) Fan slope 
versus catchment area. (b) Fan area versus catchment area. Data from fans in other environments from 
Harvey (2011). See Table 1 for raw data. 
376 2011), which suggests that there are no substantial climate-specific differences in large-scale 
m fan morphometry between periglacial and other environments. 
378 4.2. Snow avalanche-dominated fans 
379 Svalbard hosts many colluvial fans, which have formed by a combination of snow avalanches 
380 and rockfall (Fig. 6a,b,d). Although the relative influence of both processes differs between 
381 sites, snow avalanches dominate the morphology of the studied colluvial fans. These fans 
382 are steep ( "'29°) and small, and are typically fed by short and steep ( "'39°) catchments with 
383 a sharp plateau edge, where cornice formation and corresponding cornice-fall avalanches are 
384 frequent (Table 2). Fan long-profiles are concave, whereas cross-profiles are plano-convex, 
385 but with a flattened top because of snow avalanche erosion, especially in the proximal do-
386 main of the fans (Fig. 6a-c) . The steep mountain walls of the upper catchment and the 
387 fan deposits are often dissected by narrow parallel or funnel-shaped snow avalanche chutes. 
388 Snow avalanches especially erode large particles that stick out of the surface. Therefore, the 
389 proximal fan surface often comprises relatively fine sediments, ranging from clay to small 
390 cobbles (Fig. 7e), whereas coarse material, up to 0.5 m in diameter, is deposited on the 
391 d istal domain of the fans (Fig. 7g; 8) . The voids between the pebbles and small cobbles on 
392 the proximal domain are fi lled with fine sediments, as snow avalanche erosion continuously 
393 exposes the deeper talus, whereas the coarse material on the distal domain generally has 
394 an openwork texture. On the non-flattened sides of the proximal domain of the fan coarse, 
395 openwork debris is also abundant, as these parts of the fan are sheltered from snow avalanche 
396 erosion. Arcuate alignments of coarse sediment mark the limit of past avalanche activity on 
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397 some colluvial fans (Fig. 7a). There is a sharp color transition between the freshly exposed 
398 proximal domain of the fans and the older, coarse debris along the edges and distal domain 
399 of the fans, where sediment has become grayer due to lichen growth and rock varnish. The 
400 extensive sediment transport by snow avalanches on the fans is testified by the widespread 
401 occurrence of perched cobbles and boulders on all colluvial fans (Fig. 7g) . Moreover, debris-
402 tails (Fig. 7d) and debris-horns (Fig. 7f) were found on the proximal domain of some of the 
403 colluvial fans. On distal surfaces where vegetation was removed by snow avalanches, roots 
404 were oriented in the flow-direction of the erosive snow avalanches. 
405 On all studied colluvial fans we found many of the above indicators (i.e., flattened cross-
406 profiles, heavily eroded apex region, perched boulders) of extensive snow avalanche activity, 
407 suggesting that snow avalanches dominantly affect the morphology of all colluvial fans in the 
408 Adventdalen region. Siewert et al. (2012) show that the prevailing SE wind direction causes 
409 colluvial fans on NW facing slopes to be dominantly aggraded by snow avalanches, while 
410 the colluvial fans on the SE facing slopes dominantly aggraded by rockfall. This suggest 
411 that snow avalanches dominate the surface morphology and texture off all colluvial fans in 
412 the region regardless of their dominant aggradational mechanism. 
413 Three out of 31 investigated colluvial fans have a typical tongue-shape (Fig. 7a,b), often 
414 referred to as roadbank tongue (Rapp, 1960; Luckman, 1977) or boulder tongue (Jomelli and 
415 F'rancou, 2000) . These tongue-shaped deposits have a marked basal concavity of the lower, 
416 depositional, part of the fan, and a fiat- topped vertical profile, not only in their proximal 
417 but also in their distal domain (Fig. 6c) . More importantly, the distal domain of the tongue 
418 generally ha..c; a relatively low-sloping longitudinal profile and the lower edge of the tongue 
419 is often marked by a typical step of a few meters in height. As such, these fans have a 
420 relatively large difference in apex zone and distal zone angle. Consequently, their average 
421 slope can be as low a..c; 15° (Table 2). Whether a cone- or tongue-shaped colluvial fan is 
422 formed appears to be controlled by sediment supply. Where sediment supply is high, and a 
423 large amount of sediment ha..c; accumulated on a fan, snow avalanches cont inuously rework 
424 and bulldoze previously deposited sediment towards the lower fan, eventually forming the 
425 marked tongue-shaped deposit . Although deposition or erosion may occur on any part of 
426 the tongue per snow avalanche, the overall effect is a net downslope transfer of sediment 
427 forming the marked tongue-shaped deposit . On fans where less material ha..c; accumulated, 
428 no tongue-shaped front develops. 
429 On the majority of the snow avalanche-dominated fans, one or two debris-flow tracks 
430 are present originating from the upper parts of the fans, where a mixture of angular de-
431 bris and fines is exposed. However, after formation the marked relief of the paired levees 
432 and depositional lobes is rapidly bevelled and levelled by the erosional effect of subsequent 
433 snow avalanches. Moreover, where levees still have a marked relief much snow avalanche-
434 transported debris accumulates in between the levees, where it is sheltered from erosion 
435 by subsequent snow avalanches. Solifiuction and creep are prevalent on the steep snow 
436 avalanche-dominated fans in Svalbard (Fig. 9) . They transport debris downslope and mod-
437 ify original fan morphology. Solifiuction sheets are evident at the base of some of the steep 
438 snow avalanche-dominated fans (Fig. 9a) . Small solifiuction lobes have developed at the 
439 surface of some of these fans, but mainly on fans where the primary input of debris from 
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Table 2: Summary of morphometric characteristics per fan type. Total number of investigated fans is given 
behind fan type abbreviation. Area and slope valuE-A'> are median, minimum and maximum, respectively. 
SE'£ Table 1 for raw data. 
Fan type Fan slopt':, 0 1'\"lu area, m 2 
( ;at.cltutcnt. 
Cat.cltmcnt. area, m 2 Long-profilt': Cross-profllc 
slope, 0 
AI' (28 ) 29 (2~:\4) 1 97:\~ ( 11 :\66-29270) :\9 (:\6-4:\) 20282 (7489-~7922) COJICUvC plano-couvcx, wit.h il tlat.t,cucd t.op 
AFt (:\) 2:\ ( 1 6-29) 16098 (16098-16805) :\2 (:\2-:\8) 17620 (14 151 -60410) coucavc, w it h trHl.rkt':U plano-couvcx, wit.h il basal couca.vit.y tla.t.t,cucd t.op 
Dl' (20) 9 (8-19) 175928 25 ( 16-:\2) 262764 straigh t. to slightly p(UJIO-COIIVCX (21757-:\4 1 782) ( 1:\9670-869820) cortcavc 
I' I' (I 1) 9 (7-12) 1:\~9:\5 11 (7 - 2:\) 69~672 cortcavc p(UtiO-COIIVCX (77040-40:\85:\) (297860-225486) 
440 snow avalanches and rockfall is limited (Fig. 9a) . On fans where debris supply from snow 
441 avalanches and rockfall is larger solifl uction oceurs probably at similar rates, but is unable 
442 to develop lobes. Here, the formation of solifluction lobes is inhibited by the large input 
443 of debris by snow avalanches and rockfall together with snow avalanche erosion. This is 
444 illustrated on steep fans in Bj0rndalen, where solifluction lobes are absent on the surfaces 
445 of snow avalanehe fans where deposition and erosive events are frequent, but are present on 
446 the less active slopes between these fans (Fig. 9b). 
447 4.3. Debris-flow-dominated fans 
448 The average slope of the investigated debris-flow-dominated fans is go and they are 
449 typically between 400-700 m long and wide (Table 2). Longit udinal profiles are straight to 
45o slightly concave, and cross-profiles are typically plano-convex (Fig. 6a,d). In a few cases 
451 longitudinal profiles are convex in the proximal domain, potentially caused by rockfall or 
452 short dry snow avalanche input. Catchment length varies from 800 to 1700 m, and slopes 
453 average 25°. The majority of the debris-flow-dominated fans are eroded at their toe by 
454 valley-floor braided rivers, and many debris-flow channels reach the distal end of the fans 
455 or the valley-bottom braided rivers. Continuous snow and ice melt in the aetive layer 
456 within the catchments d uring spring and summer feeds small streams that flow through, and 
457 erode, the most reeent debris-flow tracks on the fan surface. Consequently, these debris-flow 
458 traeks become signifieantly deepened (Fig. lOb,c), and subsequent debris flows are directed 
459 and transpor ted within these ehannels. The small meltwater streams often bifurcate where 
460 debris-flow lobes plugged the channel (Fig. lOg) . The investigated debris flows are rich in 
461 platy debris and clay, a..c; seen in recent debris flows (1-3 days old) observed in Adventdalen, 
462 Malardalen and Hanaskogdalen (Fig. lOd,f). The platy, coarse, debris is provided by the 
463 sandstone layers within the catchments, wherea..c; the fines are provided by the shales and 
464 siltstones. Due to the platy shape of mueh of the coarse material, debris-flow lobes often show 
465 moderate to good imbrication. Furthermore, many cent imeter to deeimeter-sized blocks 
466 of ice are present within reeent deposits, suggesting debris-flow formation by aetive-layer 
467 detachment. The main ehannel incision near the apex of the fans results in preferential 
468 debris-flow activity on a laterally restricted active part of the fan, and in the presence of 
469 extensive inaetive par ts. Levees are generally up to 3 m wide and up to 0.5 m high. However, 
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Figure 7: Snow avalanche-dominated fans. (a) Tongue-shaped snow avalanche fan (:32) in Miilardalen. Note 
the snow avalanche flattened proximal domain, and the more grayish (more lichen) sediment along the sides 
and lower part of the fan . Arrows denote arcuate alignments of coarse sediment. Letters denote picture 
locations. (b) Tongue-shaped avalanche fan in Bj9lrndalen (fan 53). Note that the steepness of the step 
at the base of the fan is enhanced by basal erosion by the river. (c) Cone-shaped avalanche fans (5-9) in 
Longyeardalen. (d) Debris-tail on the proximal domain of fan 32. Hammer for scale. Black arrow denotes 
flow direction. (e) Fine-grained texture due to avalah~he erosion on the proximal domain of fan 32. Black 
arrow denotes flow direction. (f) Debris horns on the proximal domain of fan 6 in Longyeardalen. White 
arrows point at the debris horns, black arrow denotes flow direction. (g) Accumulation of coarse sediment 
on the distal domain of fan :32. (h) Perched boulder on fan 32. 
Figure 8: Surface texture of snow avalanche-dominated colluvial fans in Longyeardalen (fan 4-7). (a) 
IIRSC-AX orthophoto. (B) Grain size maps on top op HRSC-AX orthophoto. Grain-size calibration curve 
in Figure 2. 
Figure 9: Solifluction lobes on fans . (a) Solifluction lobes on relatively inactive snow avalanche- and rockfall-
dominated fans at the western side of Bj!ilrndalen. A sharp-edged solifluction sheet is present at the foot of 
the fans. (h) Solifluction lobes on steep slopE-A'> between snow-avalanche dominated fans in Bj!ilrndalen (fan 
50-:32). 
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47o older levees show mueh less relief, and ultimately beeome completely bevelled and levelled 
471 (Fig. 10e; 11) . Relative age estimations from liehenometry (Werner, 1990; Roof and Werner, 
472 2011) indieate that levees beeome more bevelled with inerea..c;ing age. Bevelling and levelling 
473 ean probably be attributed to the erosive effect of snow avalanches, solifiuct ion and frost 
474 weathering, although Andre (1990) and Andre (1995) mainly attribute it to snow avalanches. 
47s No active-layer detachments were found that eould be directly linked to debris-Row deposits 
476 beeause we did not investigate the often steep eatehments of the fans in the study area. To 
477 illustrate the typieal morphology of active-layer detachments we show examples found near 
478 the mouth of Hanaskogdalen, and on steep slopes near Svea, 60 km south of Longyearbyen 
479 in Figure 12. 
480 The effect of snow avalanches on the fans is twofold, as they erode the fan surfaee, but ean 
481 also transport sediment to the fans, a..c; testified by a reeent slush-avalanche deposit on the 
482 surfaee of a debris-Row-dominated fan in Adventdalen (Fig. 13), whieh forms a relat ively 
483 thin (rv10-20 em), uniform blanket of sediment ranging in size from d ay to eobbles and 
484 boulders on a large part of the fan. In addition to erosion of debris-Row morphology by 
48s snow avalanche erosion on the inactive parts of the fans, they are also heavily infiueneed 
486 by other secondary processes (Fig. 15) . Solifiuction smooths the surfaee and eauses slow 
487 downfan transport of the fan material. Its effect is mainly testified to the formation of 
488 solifiuction lobes and sheets (vert ieal step of a few deeimeters to a meter) at the distal end 
489 of some of the fans (Fig. 15e) . Furthermore, iee-wedges and associated polygonal ground 
490 (up to rv 10 m in diameter) are formed on inactive fan surfaees (Fig. 15a,b), and surfaee 
491 sediments are broken down by frost weathering (Fig. 15f) . 
492 4-4- Fluvial-flow-dominated fans 
493 The fluvial-Row-dominated fans have slopes ranging between 7o and 12°, their longitu-
494 d inal profiles are strongly eoneave (Fig. 6a,e), whilst eross-profiles are plano-eonvex. The 
49s fans have a similar size as the debris-flow-dominated fans, whereas their eatehments are 
496 generally larger (Table. 2). Average eatehment slope is 11 o . Most fiu vial-Row-dominated 
497 fans are eroded at their toe by valley-floor braided rivers, and all sueh fans have a large apex 
498 ineision (up to 7 m deep) (Fig. 14a,b) . In spring and summer there is continuous discharge 
499 from the eatehments from snow and permafrost melt . The ineised morphology of these fans 
soo eauses a sharp separation between active and inactive sectors on the fan. The active part 
so1 shows a typieal braided planform (Fig. 14b,e) . The low Row is often erit ieal or supereritieal 
so2 with many statie hydraulic jumps over immobile sediment and infrequent Row bifurcations 
so3 on an otherwise dry fan surfaee. Grain size on the fans varies from d ay, silt and sand to 
s04 eobbles of 20-30 em in diameter at maximum, and the largest fractions are dearly imbricated 
sos (Fig. 14d) . Sorting is quite patehy at seales smaller than typieal bar wavelengths. Bar heads 
soo are often heavily armoured by eoarse, imbricated sediment, whilst backwaters preserved finer 
so1 sediments. The inactive part of the fans is smoother, most likely beeause of avalanche ero-
sos sion, is often vegetated and hummoeks (up to rv5 m in diameter) and iee-wedge polygons 
s09 are present on long-inactive area..c; (Fig. 15e,d; F ig. 14e). On some fluvial-Row-dominated 
s1o fans there is also a significant geomorphie contribut ion of slush avalanches, a..c; evidenced by 
su reeent snow avalanche deposits on some of these fans (Fig. 13e) . 
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Figure 10: Debris-flow-dominated fans . (a) Debris-flow-dominated fan (:n) in Miilardalen. (b) Debris-flow 
channel, incised by meltwater stream. (c) Formerly incised debris-flow channel. Step-pool morphology 
implies reworking by runoff. Hammer for scale. (d) Very recent (1-3 days) debris flow on fan 30. (e) Heavily 
bevelled debris-flow on fan 31. (f) Very recent (1-:3 days) debris flow on fan 34. (g) Bifurcated meltwater 
stream in debris-flow channel on fan 31. Meltwater streams often bifurcate and leave debris-flow channels 
where flow is ponding behind a debris-flow lobe. 
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Figure 11: Debris-flow channeL<> of different age and degree of beveling. (a,b) Relatively young debris-flow 
channeL<>, with pronounced levees and deepened channeL<> by meltwater erosion. Picture a is taken on fan 
30, picture b on fan 31 in Miilardalen. (c,d) Relatively old, heavily bevelled debris-flow channels, on which 
relief is decreased to <10 cm. Picture c from fan 30 in Miilardalen, picture d from fan 40 in Adventdalen 
(Table. 1). 
Figure 12: Examples of active layer detachment. (a) Active-layer detachment or thaw slump near t he mouth 
of Hanaskogdalen. (b) Active-layer detachment on a steep slope near the mining town of Svea. 
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Figure 1:3: Recent slush-avalanche deposits. (a) Recent slush-avalanche deposit ( <0.5 year) on a debris-flow-
dominated fan in Adventdalen (fan 34; Table. 1). (b) Detail of slush-avalanche deposit, showing the wide 
range of sediment t hat was transported within the avalanche, and a prominent perched boulder. (c) Slush 
avalanche on a fan in Adventdalen, indicating the limited thickness of such deposits ( ~10-20 cm) (Not in 
table. 1). 
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Figure 14: Fluvial-flow-dominated fans. (a) Fluvial-flow-dominated fan in Adventdalen (fan 38) . (h) Fluvial-
flow-dominated fan in llj0rndalen (fan 58). These fans are generally incised, separating t he active part of 
the fan from the inactive part. The active part generally has typical braided planform due to the continuous 
discharge of meltwater in spring and summer. (c) Upfan view on the active part of fan 56. (d) Active 
part of fan :36, showing clast imbrication. F lare gun for scale. (e) Inactive fan surface of fan :37, t he initial 
morphology is heavily modified and hummocks have formed (Fig. 15c,d) . 
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Figure 15: Morphology of inactive fan surfaces. (a) Polygonal ground on inactive fan surface of debris-
flow-dominated fan in Adventdalen (fan 37) . (b) Ground picture of polygonal ground shown in picture a. 
(c) Hummocks on inactive fan surface of a fluvial-flow-dominated fan in Bj0rndalen (fan 57). (d) Ground 
picture of hummocks in picture c. (e) Stepped profile formed by solifluction at the foot of the inactive 
surface of fan :m in Miilardalen. (f) Heavily fractured cobble by frost-weathering on fan 31 in Miilardalen. 
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512 5. Discussion 
513 5.1. Unique morphology and morphometry of fans in periglacial environments 
514 Our results show that perennial snowfall, recurrent snow avalanches, continuous per-
515 mafros t and frequent freeze-thaw cycles result in a unique morphology of fans on Svalbard. 
516 This is in contrast with previous studies that suggested that processes leading to alluvial-fan 
517 deposits differ little between different environments (e.g., Brierley et al., 1993; Harris and 
518 Gustafson, 1993; lbbeken et al., 1998; Webb and Fielding, 1999; Krzyszkowski and Zielinski, 
519 2002; Harvey et al. , 2005; Lafortune et al. , 2006) . The surface morphology and text ure of 
52o the studied colluvial fans are dominated by snow avalanches, in contra..c;t to the rockfall-
521 dominated morphology and texture of colluvial fans in other regions. Snow avalanches can 
522 also contribute sediment to and modify the primary morphology of debris-Row and ftuvial-
523 Row-dominated alluvial fans. The inactive surfaces of these alluvial fans are be rapidly bev-
524 elled and levelled. Mainly by snow avalanches, but also by soliftuction and frost weathering. 
525 Periglacial reworking, such a..c; the formation of ice-wedge polygons and hummocks, further 
526 modifies these inactive surfaces. Below we elaborate on the uniqueness of the morphology 
527 and texture of fans in the periglacial environment of Svalbard. 
528 In general, the morphology of individual fluvial or debris-Row deposits on fans on Sval-
529 bard is similar to the morphology of these deposits in other environments, a..c; found by Catto 
530 (1993), Harris and Gustafson (1993) and Webb and Fielding (1999). However, debris-Row 
531 size is often restricted by active-layer depth (Andre, 1990). Additionally, during summer 
532 months fluvial and especially debris Rows are relatively more abundant on Svalbard and 
533 many other periglacial regions compared to other climatic regions. Fan surfaces are com-
534 pletely frozen and covered by snow during winter, and therefore fan activity is limited to the 
53s spring and summer months (Webb and Fielding, 1999). Consequently, geomorphic activity 
536 is more intense during the melt ing sea..c;on as snowmelt and rainfall concordantly provide 
537 discharge to the fans, and fluvial and debris Rows can be t riggered by a combination of 
538 thawing of snow and ground ice and intense or longlasting rainfall (Decaulne and S::emunds-
539 son, 2007). Moreover, rainfall and/or snowmelt thresholds for debris-Row initiat ion are low 
540 and debris Rows are ea..c;ily triggered because of the permafrost table acting as an aquiclude 
541 (e.g., Caine, 1980; Larsson, 1982; Sattler et al., 2011), especially in fine-grained aretic soils 
542 (e.g., Harris and Lewkowicz, 2000; Lewkowicz and Harr·is, 2005). 
543 Snow avalanches can be an important deposit ional mechanism on fans in periglacial 
544 (e.g., Blikra and Nemec, 1998; Decaulne and S::emundsson, 2006; Siewert et al. , 2012; Eck-
545 erstorfer et al. , 2013) and Alpine environments (e.g., Jomelli and Francou, 2000; Jomelli 
546 and Bertran, 2001) . On Svalbard, snow avalanches were found to be an important geomor-
547 phic agent on fans, resulting in morphology that significant ly differs from the morphology 
548 of fans in environments where snow avalanches are less abundant or absent. The snow 
549 avalanche-dominated fans are formed below typical snow avalanches chutes, have a Battened 
55o cross-profile and sometimes a distinct ba..c;al concavity. There is a marked downstream coars-
551 ening grain size (Fig. 8), but in contra..c;t to rockfall-dominated colluvial fans, which generally 
552 have a more openwork texture (e.g., Friend et al. , 2000; Ventra et al., 2013), the voids on 
553 the proximal domain are filled with fine sediments, a..c; snow avalanche erosion continuously 
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s54 exposes the deeper talus, and only the coarser-grained distal domain ha..c; an openwork tex-
sss ture. Small-seale morphological t raits, sueh as perched cobbles and boulders, debris-horns, 
ss6 debris-tails and arcuate alignments of eoarse debris, exclusively formed by snow avalanches 
ss1 are present on these fans. In the Adventdalen region on Svalbard, we only found snow 
ss8 avalanche-dominated eolluvial fan surfaees. Yet, sueh a strong snow avalanche influence on 
ss9 colluvial fans is probably not representative for all periglacial environments, a..c; the plateau 
soo mountains and strong and continuous winds in the Adventdalen region favor the forma-
56! t ion of cornices, and cornice-fall avalanches (Eckerstorfer et al. , 2013). For example, snow 
s62 avalanches frequently oecur in many high-lat itude northern hemisphere mountains (e.g., 
s63 Rapp, 1985; Luckman, 1992) , but scareely oceur on Antaretiea. The primary effeet of snow 
s64 avalanches on fluvial and debris-flow-dominated fans is much smaller than on colluvial fans, 
s6s as snow avalanches are less fl·equent because of lower sloping eatchments. However, snow 
soo avalanches were also found to eontribute sediment to these fans, mainly in form of slush 
s67 avalanches, and can consequently have a profound effect on the surface morphology. 
s68 The secondary proeesses eausing post-depositional modification and their resulting mor-
569 phology in the periglacial environment of Svalbard differ fl·om those in other environments, 
s1o and are mainly associated with snow avalanches, presence of permafrost and freeze-thaw 
s11 cyeles. Frost weathering breaks down surficial cla..c;ts, but remnants of broken-down debris 
sn are far less abundant than commonly observed on fans in arid to semi-arid environments 
s13 (e.g., De Haas et al., 2014). Because of snow avalanche erosion, solifluct ion and weather-
574 ing, primary morphological features, especially debris-flow lobes and levees, are generally 
s1s short-living landforms on inactive fan sectors on Svalbard. Andre (1990) and Andre (1995) 
s16 found that recurrent snow avalanches rapidly erode, bevel and level the debris-flow levees 
sn and lobes on some fans, and consequently their life span can be a..c; low as 30-40 years. In 
s18 contrast, on slopes without snow avalanche chutes above, deposits can be preserved mueh 
s19 longer, for several centuries and locally more than a millennium (Andre, 1990). Similarly, 
sso debris-flow levees were almost completely levelled in a 20 year period due to snow avalanche 
s81 activity in the Cairngorm Mountains in Scotland (Luckman, 1992). The vulnerability of fans 
s82 to snow avalanche erosion is strongly influeneed by the dominant wind direction, as leeward 
s83 slopes are mueh more prone to snow avalanches (Andre, 1995; Eckerstorfer and Christiansen, 
s84 2011b; Siewert et al. , 2012; Eckerstorfer et al., 2013) . 
s8s In addition to the extensive fan modification by snow avalanehes, solifluction was found 
s86 to affect the fan surfaces, and on some fans extensive areas with hummoeks and/or iee-
587 wedge polygons developed (Fig. 15) . Similarly, hummocks also form on the inactive domain 
sss of fans in the semi-arid periglacial climate of the Aklavik Range, Canada, with continuous 
s89 permafrost (Legget et al. , 1966; Catto, 1993) . However, Webb and Fielding (1999) found 
s90 that fans in Antarctica experieneed only small amounts of post-depositional modification, 
s91 restricted to wind ablation and limited runoff. In contra..c;t, in arid to semi-arid environments 
s92 inactive fan surfaces are commonly reworked into a very different morphology. Here, inactive 
s93 surfaces are often heavily modified by a combination of weathering (mainly salt weathering), 
s94 runoff and wind erosion (e.g., Wells et al. , 1987; Blair and McPherson, 2009; De Haas et al. , 
s9s 2014). These processes decrea..c;e the relief on the inactive fan surfaces and break down 
s96 surface sediments, ult imately resulting in smooth and homogeneous desert pavement (e.g., 
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597 Al-Farraj and Harvey, 2000; Frankel and Dolan, 2007). Moreover, a..c; post-depositional 
598 smoothing of primary relief can oecur within a few decades (Andre, 1990; Luckman, 1992), 
599 post-deposit ional modification can be a much faster process in periglaeial environments 
6oo than in arid to semi-arid environments, where this generally takes thousands to hundreds of 
601 thousands years (Matmon et al. , 2006; Frankel and Dolan, 2007) . 
602 On Svalbard, and in many other recently deglaciated periglaeial regions, ftuvial-ftow-
603 dominated fans often have a large fanhead ineision (Ryder, 1971; Owen and Sharma, 1998; 
604 L0nne and Nemec, 2004) , whieh is generally a..c;cribed to a decrea..c;e in sediment supply 
605 after an init ial paraglacial increa..c;e since deglaciation of the valleys. However, although 
606 this is a valid explanation for the large fanhead ineision in these environments, fanhead 
607 incisions are eommon in many other environments (e.g., Nicholas et al. , 2009) , a..c; besides 
608 changes in sediment supply, tectonic uplift (Alexander and Leeder, 1987) , and autogenic 
609 behavior (Nicholas et al. , 2009; Van Dijk et al. , 2012) ean also cause fanhead incision. 
61o Moreover, long-term climate changes eould cause similar similar effects, especially when 
611 affecting preeipitation amounts. 
612 The large-seale morphometry of fans in the periglacial environment of Svalbard differs 
613 insignificant ly from the morphometry of fans in various arid to semi-arid regions (Harvey, 
614 2011) (Fig. 5). On a smaller scale, the cross-sectional architecture of the investigated collu-
615 vial fans on Svalbard differs from the cross-sectional architecture of colluvial fans in many 
616 other environments (e.g., Blair and MePherson, 2009), by its Battened cross-profile caused by 
617 frequent snow-avalanche erosion (Fig. 6b-c). Moreover, snow avalanehe-dominated fans have 
618 a larger difference in apex-zone angle eompared to distal-zone angle, then roekfall-dominated 
619 colluvial fans (Jomelli and Francou, 2000) (Fig. 6a) . 
62o The unique morphodynamics of fans in periglaeial environments will probably also result 
621 in a unique stratigraphy. Stratigraphy is mostly formed by surfaee morphodynamies that 
622 cause net aggradation. This relation between sedimentary process and product means that 
623 the proeesses that dominantly form a fan surface can also be expected to form the stratigra-
624 phy (e.g., Paola and Borgman, 1991; Van De Lageweg et al., 2013), if those processes do not 
625 change over t ime. For laek of observations this remains speculative, but snow avalanches are 
626 known to form unique stratigraphic deposits (Blikra and Selvik, 1998; Blikra and Nemec, 
627 1998). Features that distinguish snow-avalanche deposits from those of fluvial Rows, debris 
628 Bows, debris-fall and rockfall include uneven or discontinuous bed geometry, large clast sizes 
629 compared to bed thicknesses, random cla..c;t fabric and predominantly openwork (matrix-free) 
630 gTavel texture (Blikra and Selvik, 1998). 
631 5.2. Future development of fans in periglacial environments 
632 Global warming effeets will be profound in the arctie (e.g., Christiansen et al. , 2010; 
633 F0rland et al. , 2012). Svalbard is especially sensitive to atmospheric and oceanic changes, 
634 due to its location at the northern margins of the warm Nor th-Atlantic ocean eurrent (e.g., 
63s Aagaard and Carmaek, 1989). In the last deeades, mean annual temperatures increased 
636 by '""1 oc per deeade, whilst winter warming wa..c; even more dramatie with an inerease of 
637 rv2-3oC per decade (F0rland et al., 2012). Mean annual precipitation has inereased with 
638 2-4% per decade (F0rland et al., 2012). As a result, the temperature of the permafrost 
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639 surface increa..c;ed by approximately 0.07°C yr- 1 in the last decades, with indications of 
640 recent accelerated warming (Isaksen et al. , 2007) . Global Circulation Models predict a 4-
641 6oC warming and a 5% precipitation increase in Svalbard by 2100 in the SRES A1b emission 
642 scenario (Benestad, 2005). This will result in warming of rv4oC in the near surface layers 
643 ( < 10 m depth) and a dramatic increase in active-layer thickness (Etzelmiiller et al. , 2011). 
644 Geomorphic activity on steep snow avalanche-dominated colluvial fans is mainly in-
645 fluenced by the dominant winter wind direction (Siewert et al. , 2012; Eckerstorfer et al. , 
646 2013; Christiansen et al., 2013), as this determines the favorable slopes for snow-cornice 
647 accretion, and fills the mountain ravines and gullies with thick snowpacks that may later 
648 obstruct r unoff, causing slush avalanches (Blikra and Nemec, 1998) . Hence, an increa..c;e in 
649 average temperature will not directly affect the colluvial fans on Svalbard, rather potential 
65o climate-induced changes in precipitation amount and dominant winter wind direction will 
651 adjust snow avalanche sedimentation. Changes in winter wind direction will probably lead 
652 to changes in the location of area..c; with extensive snow avalanche sedimentation and thus 
653 snow avalanche fans and rock glaciers (Eckerstorfer et al. , 2013) . As precipitation rates in 
654 the arctic have roughly increased by 14% in the la..c;t century and greatest increa..c;es were 
655 observed in autumn and winter (F0rland et al. , 2012), cornice format ion and corresponding 
656 snow avalanche erosion and sedimentation will probably increase, leading to higher geomor-
657 phic activity on the colluvial fans. Especially an increase in the number of days with high 
658 amounts of precipitation in winter may lead to a higher snow-avalanche frequency (Laute 
659 and Beylich, 2014) , and wet snow avalanches most likely become more frequent when the 
660 rain-on-snow events during the winter season increa..c;e (Kronholm et al. , 2006; Laute and 
661 Beylich, 2014). In general, the increa..c;e in active-layer depth on Svalbard during recent years, 
662 and especially during the la..c;t decades is similar to observations in other periglacial regions 
663 (e.g., Romanovsky et al. , 2010; Smith et al. , 2010; Christiansen et al., 2010). Rising air 
664 temperatures in the arctic regions and anticipated deeper active layers, will cause thaw to 
665 advance into ice-rich frozen ground that has not thawed for many decades, centuries or even 
666 millennia (Isaksen et al. , 2007; Christiansen and Humlum, 2008; Harr·is et al., 2009), thereby 
667 increa..c;ing the amount of sediment available for transport due to loss of soil stabilizing ice 
668 (e.g., Zimmermann and Haeberli, 1993; Bardou et al., 2011; Schoeneich et al. , 2011) and 
669 the probability of soil failure and debris-flow initiation by a reduction of soil shear strength 
67o (Nater et al. , 2008; Rist, 2008; Sattler et al. , 2011; Harr·is et al. , 2011) . In consequence, there 
671 will likely be a marked increase in both the rates of solifluction and the volume of annual 
672 sediment transpor t due to an increa..c;e in debris-flow frequency on Svalbard (Matsuoka, 2001; 
673 Akerman, 2005; Harris et al. , 2011) . The anticipated increased precipitation frequency and 
674 magnitude will further increase debris-flow frequency (Rebetez et al. , 1997; Huscroft et al. , 
675 2003). Additionally, an increase in active-layer thickness will increase debris-flow volume 
676 (Rist, 2008; Clague et al., 2012), especially as Andre (1990) indicates that the size of debris 
677 flows on Svalbard is currently limited by the active-layer depth. Thus, climatic change on 
678 Svalbard is likely to increa..c;e the frequency and magnitude of geomorphic events on fans. 
679 Moreover, ongoing deglaciation will expose an increa..c;ing amount of slopes yielding large 
680 volumes of sediment ready for transport to hillslopes and alluvial fans (Mercier et al. , 2009) . 
681 The increa..c;e of coarse sediment supply may have adverse effects on the rivers in the valleys 
30 
682 and the inerease of fine sediment supply to the fjords and eoa..c;tal waters may adversely affeet 
683 the marine ecosystem. 
684 Although the above analysis foeuses on the geomorphie effects of global warming on 
68s Svalbard, we anticipate a similar response in other arctie, antarctic and periglaeial environ-
686 ments. However, the exaet geomorphie response is site-speeifie and depends on loeal d imatie 
687 response to global warming (e.g., Pavlova et al. , 2014) . 
688 6. Conclusions 
689 We studied the effects of periglaeial conditions on the morphology of snow avalanehe-
690 dominated eolluvial fans, and debris-flow- and fluvial-flow-dominated fans on Svalbard on 
691 the basis of new data and literature review. Both snow avalanches and roekfall contribute 
692 significant amounts of debris to eolluvial fans, but snow avalanches were found to domi-
693 nate surfaee morphology and morphometry of the investigated eolluvial fans. These fans 
694 have flattened eross-profiles and fine-grained proximal domains due to avalanche erosion, 
695 wherea..c; the distal domains primarily eonsist of eobbles and boulders with an openwork tex-
696 ture. On a smaller seale the extensive snow avalanche activity is testified by the presenee 
697 of perehed eobbles and boulders and debris horns and tails. In a few eases, where loose 
698 sediment and snow avalanches are abundant, tongue-shaped eolluvial fans are formed. Snow 
699 avalanche-dominated eolluvial fans are absent in most other environments on Earth, where 
1ao they generally form by roekfall. 
101 The large-seale morphometry (e.g., eatehment and fan area and slope) of debris-flow- and 
102 fluvial-flow-dominated alluvial fans on Svalbard is similar to those in most other environ-
703 ments on Earth. The primary deposits of debris flows and fluvial flows are largely similar to 
704 those in other environments, but the interaction of these processes with periglaeial processes 
1o5 on the fans leads to a unique morphology. Snow avalanches contribute significant amounts of 
100 sediment to debris-flow- and fluvial-flow-dominated fans and modify both morphology and 
101 sediment size-sorting patterns. On these fans, snow avalanches often have enough erosive 
1oa power to bevel and level the primary relief and reduee the sediment size-sor ting formed by 
709 the debris flows and fluvial flows. Frost weathering and solifluetion probably contribute to 
110 smoothing of the fan morphology. On the longer term, iee wedge polygonal ground, hum-
m moeks and solifluetion sheets and lobes form on inactive fan surfaees, removing the primary 
112 relief. 
713 The intense global warming in aretie regions will most likely enhanee geomorphie aetivity 
714 on alluvial fans in these regions, a..c; permafrost degradation will probably enhanee debris-
715 flow h·equeney and magnitude. On the other hand, activity on eolluvial fans is most likely 
716 mainly influenced by shifts in dominant winter wind direction and resulting snow avalanche 
111 activity. 
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